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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

(b) Explain the principle sources of code

opitmization. 10

8. What are the issues in the design of the code

generator ? Explain the code generation

algorithms. 20
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Unit I

1. (a) What are the various phases of the

compiler ? Explain each phase in detail.

10

(b) What is input buffering ? Explain lexical

analyzer in detail. 10

2. (a) What is operator precedence grammar ?

Draw the precedence relation of the

following grammar : 15

S -> iCtSS’ /a

S’ -> eS/

C -> b

(b) What is Parsing ? Explain its type. 5

Unit II

3. (a) What is a three address code, quadruple,

triples ? How is it imlemented  ? Explain

with suitable example. 10

(b) How to construct a syntax tree ? Define

with example. 10

4. Define various LR Parser. Construct a LALR

parser for grammar : 20

S -> S

S’ -> CC

C -> cC/d

Unit III

5. (a) What is the difference between exception

and error ? Explain the various types of

errors. Write a short note on two standard

storage allocation strategy. 10

(b) Explain the various data structures used

for implementing the symbol table and

compare them. 10

6. Explain the various data structures used for

implementing the symbol table and compare

them. 20

Unit IV

7. (a) Explain the principal sources of

optimization and explain how loop

optimization is done by flow graph and

induction variables. 10
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